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WARNING
These instructions are part and parcel of the product, and they contain technical requirements which must not
to reproduced fully or partially, or divulged or used without authorisation for competitive purposes, or given
to third parties.
Although all the information contained in these instructions have been carefully checked and can be taken as
reliable, MEDICATLANTIC assumes no responsibility for any errors, omissions or misprints.

 TRANSPORT
When transporting the table, it must be in a low position and packaged in cardboard. IMPORTANT: it is
strictly forbidden to stack packages on the table.

 STORAGE
The table must be stored away from the damp in a dry room at 5–40°C.

 ASSEMBLY
Non applicable

 USE
The table is designed for eating and reading at.
THE LOAD ON ITS SURFACE SHOULD NEVER EXCEED 15kg.
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4 1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The table is made up of a base (1), a leg (23), a bracket (2), a three-side rack (3), a large desktop surface (5), a
small desktop surface (6) and a book-rest (7).

4.2 USE
To raise or lower the table, lift the lever (29) and adjust the top to the desired level.
4.3 PRECAUTIONS
The table should be used in accordance with the advice given in this document, and also making sure that no
object gets in the way of its zone of movement.
Immediately wipe the surface if water gets on it, for example through a glass of liquid being spilt. Such water
damage is not covered by warranty.

 MAINTENANCE
5.1 TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE
-

The table should be carefully examined at least once a year to check parts such as the wheels, or the height
adjustment, and also to make sure the desktop and rail are firmly attached.

5.2 CLEANING
- Clean the structure with soapy water and a soft cloth or sponge, then rinse and wipe.
- All harsh products such as detergents, powders, solvents and bleach are banned.
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5.3 DISINFECTION
- Use a disinfectant which kills bacteria, fungi and viruses, either by spraying it evenly over the surfaces or
by applying it with a single-use cloth, or by spraying a disinfectant aerosol from 30cm (1ft) away.
- Leave to dry, and isolate the disinfected equipment from other non-disinfected equipment using a film
indicating the date of disinfection. (IF RENTED)
IMPORTANT:
Adhere to the usage precautions given on the disinfectant products.
5.4 WARRANTY
-

All our products are guaranteed not to have any manufacturing defects under normal conditions of use and
maintenance.
Not covered are man-hours corresponding to changing structures or parts under warranty.
Regarding the warranty duration specific to each product, please check the general conditions of sale.
In any correspondence regarding possible maintenance, it is essential to quote the identification information
on the shower-trolley and its jack, if applicable.
Replacement is carried out via the supplying of original parts within the duration of the warranty by our
resale network determining the start of the period of warranty.
In order to allow proper application of this warranty and also to avoid any billing, it is compulsory to return
any faulty parts.

5. 5 IDENTIFICATION

Warning
Manufacturer's address and
contact details

Complies with regulations CE

Product reference and name
Read the instruction manual
Product serial number
YY : Year of manufacture
MM : Month of manufacture
XXXXX :Internal numbering

PP : Product empty weight
Color code and designation

 DISPOSAL
The product must be disposed of if essential requirements are not met, i.e. when the product no longer has its
initial characteristics and has not been recalled during manufacture. The types of products used to make the do
not directly affect the environment; however, it is recommended you take steps to make the chair no longer
useable for its intended purpose.
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